
MCS RFP UPS Q&A 

 

1. Are the UPS to be line interactive or online?-per the RFP, they need to be 
similar/equivalent to the models specified. Per the RFP, proposals may include 
enhancements should the bidder have better options. 

2. Is there a central warehouse all units can be delivered to? Is there a loading dock at the 
warehouse or fork lift for unloading?-Yes, Yes. 

3. Can these be installed during normal hours during the summer when school is not in 
session?-Yes, but only for schools not conducting summer school.  Those schools will 
have be done after-hours. 

4. Are the units on ground level? If not, are there elevators available for use?-Elevators are 
available where needed. 

5. What are the existing systems in place? Make, model & kVA?-we have multiple 
systems.  Per the RFP, proposed devices need to be equivalent to models specified.   

 

6. Where the RFP calls out “APC3000VA series” is there specific model that is desired?-no. 
7. Where the RFP calls out “APC1500VA series” is there specific model that is desired?-no 
8. Is there a preferred UPS topology such as:  Line-Interactive  OR  On-Line, Double-

conversion?-no 
9. Is there a preferred form factor such as:  Tower  OR  Rack-mount? -rack mount 
10. If rack-mount, is there a preferred mounting hardware such as: 4 Post Mounting?-3000 

series 4 post, 1500 series 2 post 
11. For the 3000VA UPS is there a minimum wattage/capacity required?-2700W 
12. For the 1500VA UPS is there a minimum wattage/capacity required?-1000W 

 

13. Will you be configuring the SNMP Web Cards or should this be included with the 
installation scope?-included if possible  

14. What type of equipment is connected to the UPS, will the Customer be responsible for 
power down and power up of hardware?-mostly networking equipment.  Yes, customer 
will oversee power down/up.   

 

15. In this RFP on page 9 bullet 19 I had a questions.  Is this term applicable for this 
RFP?  Also, is the bid bond only paid if we win the RFP or is it required to bid on this 
RFP? -for this RFP, I don’t believe this will be required as we will not pay until the 
specified quantity of product is delivered and installed to our satisfaction.  
 

16. Are the units required Line Interactive or On-line? I do not see it mentioned in the 
document. Line interactive units are less expensive but do not perform as well as 
On-line.  APC makes both types of units but the actual models to be replaced are 
not specified. -We have no preference.  Our current are line interactive. 

 



17. What is the requested warranty period? I do not see it mentioned in the 
document.  Will length of manufacturer’s warranty be considered when bids are 
reviewed?  -The longer the better.  Yes, warranty will be considered.  

18. Will a list of all questions asked be published with answers prior to December 
15th? -Questions and answers are already posted on our website on our purchasing 
page.   

19. do you have any specific plans of recycling these units? Or do you need the legacy units taken 
away from the site when the new ones are installed? -we will need legacy units taken away from 
site. 

 
 

 


